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1 Critical infrastructure.
2 Authentication by knowledge.
3 … by ownership.
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BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION
WITH MEMS-BASED RETINAL
SCANNER
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a PIN code. Both means are illustrated in
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defend themselves against these threats.
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traits of the human body, so-called biomet-

security measures.
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One opportunity to improve security is to

known. Other useful methods of biometric

authenticate each person before allowing

authentication are face and speech recogni-

specific actions or getting access to critical

tion as well as the analysis of the irides or
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Retinal images
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parameters of the eye. Additional optical

encapsulated manner, communicating only

components were needed to form and col-

the result of authentication outwards.
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retina form a very individual pattern
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ocular into the eye. The weak amount of

recognition of persons, and which is almost
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shown in fig. 7 are already suited to enable

retinal images are captured by scanning

a highly sensitive photo detector. Fig. 6

portable use in working environments,

laser ophthalmoscopes (SLO) which use a

illustrates the complete optical subsystem.

where increased security by biometric

quickly moving laser spot illuminating the
retina through the eye lens, collect the light
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engine seems to be feasible as a compact
device to enable mobile applications.
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Protection of health and data

Nevertheless, the reduction of size is still a
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